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Researchers are making a counter-intuitive claim: reality itself may be subjective, thanks to
quantum weirdness on a microscopic scale.
In a new paper in the journal Science Advances, an international team of quantum physicists
argue that thanks to the unusual rules of quantum mechanics, facts themselves could depend
on who’s looking at them. In other words, reality could be twisted by observation.
On a quantum level, it’s long been understood that particles can be in several states at once.
That changes once those particles are observed, breaking the so-called “superposition” — a
mind-bending principle most famously described by the “Schrödinger’s cat” thought experiment.
Say you tossed a coin in a closed room and your friend is outside that room trying to ﬁgure out
the outcome of your coin toss. Once you’ve tossed the coin, you know for a fact what the result
is. Your friend, however, cannot tell the outcome from the outside: to them, the two states,
“heads” or “tails,” are “superimposed.”
Quantum physicists describe this difference in established facts as a contradiction — your
friend observes a superimposed state, while you observe a deﬁnite answer.
In an experimental test at the Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh, the researchers built a smallscale quantum computer. Their aim was to scientiﬁcally prove that measurements in quantum
mechanics are actually subjective to a particular observer.
They measured the polarization of three pairs of photons. One pair acted as two coins,
meaning each one can be either heads or tails depending on its polarization. Then they used
the two remaining pairs to measure the ﬁrst pair’s polarization in each of the two boxes —
acting, essentially, as “observers.” Two separate photons outside of each box act as a control.
After weeks of calculations, the researchers found something strange: the polarization states
didn’t match up. The inside and outside photon observers couldn’t agree on the outcome or
polarization state of each photon inside the box.
“Eventually, we succeeded in showing that quantum mechanics might indeed be incompatible
with the assumption of objective facts — we violated the inequality!” lead researchers
Alessandro Fedrizzi and Massimiliano Proietti, quantum physicists at Heriot-Watt University,
wrote in a recent piece for The Conversation.
“The insight we gained is that quantum observers may indeed be entitled to their own facts,”
wrote Fedrizzi in a September statement. That brings up the question: do the rules of quantum
mechanics apply to much larger objects? Or are the rules different for single atoms or photons?
It’s a fascinating experiment that seemingly brings up more questions than it’s able to answer.
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“Clearly these are all deeply philosophical questions about the fundamental nature of reality,”
wrote Fedrizzi and Proietti in The Conversation. “Whatever the answer, an interesting future
awaits.”
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